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In papers[l] the advantages were studied of the 

description of the nucleon spatial distribution through the 

use of the relativistic configurational representation intro

duced in ref. [2]. Instead of the Fourier transform for 

transition to a new coordinate representation ~here is taken 

the expansion over the principal series of unitary irreducible 

representations of the Lorentz group~']· Due to the spherical 

symmetry this tranaformation for a form factor F(t) has the 

form 
"' 

F ( t.) = Mi r $Ln rM 't J rM sh~ 
FHr•Jr ' 

(1) 

where M is the nucleon mass and the hyperbolic angle ~ 

is the rapidity corresponding to the momentum transfer t -=(p-'te)t 
t=Ar cos~(:1.~~-..i). As has been shown[l], the nucleon 

invariant mean-square radius aan be defined as an 

eigenvalue of the Casimir operator of the Lorentz group 
J\ __ , --..: 
C :..fr -f'-1 • In terms of an i!lV'ariant-function F(r) describing 

the spatial distribution in an arbitrary reference frame 

( and not only in the Breit one) this radius is defined as 

follows •) 

roP(f!,= {cFitJ}/t=o ~:~. .c_r.•;> _ 6 fi) t Ito_ =-
• ::. F(o) - Ffo) We'-

where 

< r:~. / ~ 
Sr• r-'lr) J;
~F{r)dr 

+ (V''/• 

•) Here the units li and c are restored for a more 
clear represen;~.tion. 
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From eq. (2) it follows that the squared distance from the 
particle center is defined as the eigenvalue JCL of the Ca-

' :2. simir operator 

X 4
":: ~;~.t r.S. 

c = r where for the ~rinoipal series 
;O!:rLoa. 

The square of the nucleon Compton wave length 
I;"' 

FfiC:t.. 
ts small as compared with the experimentally measured Yalue 
of < 1-/)N , This means that the quantity ( r-')' , eq, (J), 
for nucleon·'should be positive ii) • It oan be considered 
that both the relativistic coordinate to and the function 
F(r) describe only the part of nucleon which is outside the 

sphere of radius of the nucleon Compton wave length. Really, 
as ~s clear from (2), to the sphere of R, =:c. there 
corresponds I": o , i.e. P (r) = f(t! . Substitution of fTr ... 
this F(r) into (1) gives the expression ~~ 

F {f)= sin..,.M l I = !.:L-.)=2M•f.t..0-1H~tfM,Vt(t-U.I't'}; c4) 
R=.f. rMs< ~lr=•\(,;iJ,~ Vt(t-!iM'' ' 
which is the contribution of the oentra.l part with Jt.::: ;C.. 
Aocordingly,the form factor F(t) is represented as 
F{/:)-:.f~ ~Y.·I.here the •outer' form factor P{:J} oorres-~~ Jl t;-ponds to tli nucleon distribution outside the sphere of f.l.. :::- • 
The factor 1.~ -) and central sphere of R.-::. F Me 1s-w;; HC corresponding to lt have no nonrelativistio a.n.a.log as for C -:P"l:>> 

!_j__) ~ i aru1 R =:!L --- o l.Sin..h~ ¢...,.. 00 NC. e~ 
Note that suoh a 

separation of the central part contribution is not alwqa 
possible. It is based on that for < r•/ 7 o the new ooor-
dinate is interpreted as the one describing the particle 
HJ~~i;.;~-thi;~-1:-neoessary that the :tunot1on F(r) be 

of constant. sign. 
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distribution at distances larger than the Compton wave length. 
As is known, the pion form factor is well described by the 

m• vector dominance (VD) model where Fli {t}= mp !: f 
The form of such a relativistic propagator in the r- space 

depends considerably on a relation between the mass ¥1-\..f 
and the mass of the particle itself M'fi [ 2 ]. Therefore 
from formulae (l),(J) for <(r"/' we obtain: 

1... ~-~/ = 
J 1 6M;;- /'Yip 
M2 l. 
J 'ii r.J 

(5) 

It is easy to see that the propagator gives the negative 
value of (. )".2{' for p1on ( and the pos1tive one for nucleon 
when M,r ~ /'{N ), Consequently, for pion < 10'7=.k- Jl.._r'il ,..,, 
and the above interpretation admitting to separate the 
oontr1but1on of the nucleon central part is not posa1ble. Thus,. 
tor the nuolao n of which the mean-square radius is larger than 
:its Compton wave length it is possible to faotor1ze the 
central part contribution ( with ~ = ~C ), This difference 
of nucleon from pion stggests the idea that when using the 
VD model for description of the nucleon form factor it is 
necessary to allow for this additional contribution. As a re
sults, for the nucleon form :taotor we obtain the following 
expression: 

FN (f) = (~) ~ !£_ 
tn;.- t 

(6) 

For large -t the faotor ( )f-") decreases by the law /'1 . ) ~ ltlj, .t sw;J 'iin.hj 
JL/,«>u:Z. I '# aooording to ( 4), that gives the oorrect " '"" It t'n. ltfHz •almost dipole• asymptotic behaviour FN' ft) lti»IY"- -zz 
tor the fo~ factor. It is interesting to note that at /t/ 
up .to 1 (GeV/o) the factor (s,'(;;;/) is about unity, It is just 
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the region where the pure VD model·is consistent with experi
ra ental data. 

The above considered case o~ nucleon is on a distinct 
status for its form factor is a square-integrable function, 
i •••• ~F,../t)/"ik'~ d~ '-cO 
formula fitting the experimental 

( as is seen from the dipole 
data). nr the theorem proven 

in r 5 J such functions are expanded over representations of 
principal. series onlY ( see also [ 6_]), i.e., f~rmUl.ae of 
transition to the coordinate epaoe are of the form of (1). 

the 

The f~~trm factors which are not square-integrable tunotions, 
,j_ 1.e. ,which decrease as T and more slowly at large -t are 

expanded in a direct s\Ull o~ the principal and oomplementa17 
series [ 4 J • When allowing for the oo~lem;ntary series the 
eigenvalues of the Casimir operator C;:X, i.e., the squared 
distance ~rom the particle center, are not bounded from _E._~ 

below b;r H[•c~ / + r"-
' N' 
C=X!J.= 

...!.. - o"
M"- J 

o~ r '- o0 
for the principal series 

"'LD L;!_ v -J -,., 
for the oompl.aeries 

The parameter j( can be treated as the coordinate describing 
the sphere of R. = Jc measured from the sphere bouiidary to 
its center. To the particle localized at the center, i,e,,,X'":O" 
there corresponds 0 = i . In this case for element417 J Me spherical. functions ( with!.:z 0) of the complementary aeries :tiJf't(jl [5)the equality $':/..et/~1 1r = J holds wld.oh f' Sl !f f' Sl i/f.J'=liR results in F(t)•l ( unlike (5) in the n~oleon oase), 

Thus 1t can be expected that for the particles With the 
mean square radius larger ths..n their Compton wave length the 
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form taotor will decrease more rapidly than 
and vioe versa for the partioles with ~ r?? L 

4, ltljMl decrease more slowl,y than /fl • 

{"'- ltYM' 

iil 
F!C'-

it will 

The main result of this paper is fomuJ.a (6) for the nuo-
leon form factor which provides the correct asymptotic beha
Violll' ot the form factor in the VD model w1 th .f , tAr and '::! mesons without extra ~/ and lJ 1 

mesons[!] • Det&1led 
calculations ot the nucleon form factor in the VD model formu
la (6) will be presented in a subsequent ~per. 

In conclusion the author thanks V.G,Kadyshevsky, V.A.Mat
Teev, V.A.Meahoher,rakov and S,B.Gerasimov tor usetul discus
sions and interest 1n the work. 
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